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WOMEN’S FICTION
Ahern, Cecilia. Lyrebird. Deep in the heart of Ireland a solitary young woman with an
incredible talent for mimicry is discovered by a documentary film crew and thrust into
the international spotlight.

Cabot, Meg. The Boy is Back. Famed golfer Russell gets blindsided by an Internet
posting that causes his family to become the center of an embarrassing scandal. The
only way to help his family cope is to return to his small Indiana hometown to smooth
things over while avoiding the woman who broke his heart the decade before.

Dixon, Dianne. The Other Sister. Morgan resents the perfect life of her twin sister,
Ali, so much that she dismisses her from her life. What follows is a dangerous series of
events that ends with a shocking crime and the realization that family can have the
power to save or destroy us.

Fielding, Helen. Bridget Jones’s Baby. America’s favorite Brit returns with a baby on
the way, but is the father the dashing Darcy or the handsome American Jack Qwant?

Graham, Lauren. Someday, Someday, Maybe. Franny Banks has six months left on
her self-imposed three-year deadline to make it as an actress in New York City.
Between a demeaning waitressing job and trying out for peanut butter commercials, it’s
difficult to predict what will run out first: time or money.

Green, Jane. Falling. Emma Montague moved across the pond to live and work in
New York, but the frenetic pace and cutthroat world of finance leave her burnt out and
unfulfilled. Moving to a place where she knows no one, Emma finds connection with
others and the strength to deal with her problems.

Hilderbrand, Elin. Here’s to Us. As the ex-wives of celebrity chef Deacon Thorpe,
Laurel Thorpe, Belinda Rowe, and Scarlett Oliver all agree to avoid each other at all
costs. When Deacon tragically and unexpectedly passes away these three women must
put aside their differences and come together for one weekend to say goodbye to the
man they all loved.
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Lancaster, Jen. By the Numbers. Penny Sinclair is ready to sell her beautiful
Victorian house and move on to the next chapter of her life. Before the deal has a
chance to close, her house is full again with family that need more than a place to stay:
her parents, her grown children and her cheating ex-husband.

McCall Smith, Alexander. Chance Developments. Five anonymous photographs
inspired this moving collection of short stories that explore the randomness of life and
the power of love and compassion.

Miller, Louise. The City Baker’s Guide to Country Living. Boston pastry chef Olivia
Rawlings reluctantly finds herself in the Vermont countryside after a major professional
faux pas. As secrets from her painful past come to light, Olivia must decide whether to
face her demons or leave the place that has come to feel like home.

Moriarty, Liane. The Husband’s Secret. Cecilia Fitzpatrick uncovers a web of lies,
secrets and betrayals in her marriage after accidentally reading a letter from her
husband meant to be opened only after his death.

Picoult, Jodi. Small Great Things. Experienced nurse Ruth Jefferson is shocked and
saddened when she must stop a routine checkup on a baby due to the color of the
baby’s skin. When she is alone in the hospital nursery and the baby goes into cardiac
arrest, Ruth’s hesitation to perform CPR results in her being charged with a serious
crime.

Sullivan, J. Courtney. Maine. In a hand-built cottage on a beachfront in Maine three
generations of Kelleher women gather one summer. Despite the family’s tragedy and
pain, these formidable women find that while families aren’t always perfect, it is
incredibly difficult to live without them.

Weisberger, Laura. The Singles Game. After a serious injury and devastating loss at
Wimbledon, tennis pro Charlotte Silver hires a male coach determined to shatter her
good girl image both on and off the court. An authentic look at the women’s pro tennis
circuit where how you look is just as important as how well you play.
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